Internal sun shading systems
highlights
Give your home some personality.
Der SonnenLicht Manager

Live your
creativity!

Do you want to add individual design highlights to your
home and create a unique feel-good atmosphere?
With our internal sun shading systems, we can give
your four walls an unmistakable character. The almost
unlimited variety of designs, colours and fabric qualities
ensures maximum design freedom – perfectly tailored to
your personal interior style. Whether venetian blinds or
roller blinds: look forward to a cosy living environment and
ensure optimal energy efficiency by intelligently combining
them with a corresponding external sun shading system.
Experience the best side of your home – with WAREMA!

WAREMA Mobile System (WMS)
–– Control the sun shading system remotely
–– For an ideal room climate
–– Comfortable operation with hand-held or wall-mounted
transmitter, or via smartphone

Freedom for design accents:
roller blinds
Alongside first-class sun shading and
glare control, our roller blinds impress with
their attractive design features. Functional
and easy to operate, they are an ideal
addition to your external sun shading
system. Tailored to your preferences, you
will find a wide range of fabric qualities –
from delicate and transparent to opaque.
As child safe products in accordance with
the standard EN 13120, multiple models of
our roller blinds are also suitable for your
children's rooms.

Create individual lighting highlights:
venetian blinds
Our venetian blinds are timeless classics.
Thanks to flexible slats, the incidence
of light in the room can be individually
adjusted. In summer, they prevent the
room from getting too hot – in winter, they
help to minimise heat loss. At the same
time, glare control and visual privacy,
as well as an optimum view out, are
guaranteed. Our range of colours allows
slats and aluminium parts to be combined
harmoniously. Let your ideas unfold!

More flexibility: Flextra venetian blind
This venetian blind can be shifted up and down as required
and thus provides optimal visual privacy and glare control.
The sun shading product can be held in any position with
the locking mechanism. The Flextra venetian blind is ideal
for rented homes and can be attached without drilling. You
can individually regulate the incidence of light with a slide
control for tilting the slats.

Printing errors, changes and deviations from the technical specifications and product presentation are possible due to the individual structural conditions and apply to all
the products included in this brochure.

Standardised WAREMA Radio System
(EWFS)
–– Convenient operation by remote control
–– Ideal for retrofitting due to uncomplicated line routing

Create your dream living spaces:
vertical louvre blinds
Whether for windows or conservatories:
our vertical louvre blinds are ideally
suited for stylishly shading large window
surfaces. Since they are easy to operate,
you can optimally control the light entering
the room – this guarantees a cosy indoor
climate at any time. Countless colours
and models ensure complete freedom
of design and with our tailored solutions,
even curved lines or roof slopes can be
shaded without problem.

Light and airy interior styling:
pleated blinds
Delicate light effects and the right amount
of brightness: our pleated blinds set the
scene for your interior spaces and create
an unmistakable feel-good atmosphere.
Alongside reliable sun shading, they
guarantee very good visual privacy and
glare control. A broad range of colours
and decor films ensure a variety of design
options – depending on your requirements
the units can also be created with two
blinds for day and night.

Special shapes
–– The right solution for every requirement
–– Even large window surfaces are no problem
–– Even asymmetric shapes and tucked-away corners can
be made possible

Sea-Tex fabric
–– Fabrics made from recycled plastic waste from the ocean
–– Sustainable living
–– Two different qualities, each available in five natural
shades
–– Suitable for roller blinds and curtain panels

For that certain something:
curtain panels
Want something creative? With our stylish
curtain panels, you can add a unique flair
to your interior design concept. The large
selection of colours, fabrics, patterns
and textures opens up endless design
possibilities. Would you like to combine
several designs or arrange the curtains
in different ways? Anything is possible.
Indulge in complete individuality and
design your interiors according to your
own tastes.

For more information please contact your WAREMA dealer:

Discover SunLight Management!
You can find out even more about solutions and product highlights from WAREMA in our other brochures.
Simply download or request them at www.warema.com/leaflets.
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